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here is a large empirical literature suggesting that when humans
play anonymous one-shot economic games, they cooperate
more than would be expected if they were purely self-interested
(1–4). A common example comes from the public goods game, in
which individuals are arranged in groups of N members, and each is
given some quantity of monetary units that they can contribute to
a public project. The contributions of all members are summed
and multiplied by b (where b > 1), then equally divided between the
group members. As long as n > b, an individual will always gain
a higher economic reward in the short term by restricting or withholding their own contributions to the public project, while still
beneﬁting from the contributions made by others. Although this
favors zero contribution, individuals still contribute to the public
project, and although they contribute less over time, ≈10% of
individuals continue to contribute in the long run (1).
A highly inﬂuential body of research has investigated both the
proximate mechanisms that lead to this cooperation and the evolutionary forces that would have selected for them (2, 3, 5–11). From
a proximate perspective, it has been argued that the mechanism
leading to this cooperation is that individuals value the success of
others as well as their own (2). In economics, this is described as
utility including prosocial preferences, such as other-regarding
preferences or inequality aversion. Considering evolutionary (ultimate) explanations, it has been argued that games with anonymous
one-shot encounters cannot be explained by commonly invoked
explanations for cooperation between nonrelatives, such as reciprocity and reputation. In response to this, “strong reciprocity”
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1000829107

evolutionary theories have been developed that are suggested to
be able to explain the origin of such cooperation (3, 6–10, 12).
However, this body of research is based on the implicit assumption that imperfect behavior by individuals in economic games
would not lead to a systematic bias in the level of cooperation.
Because the predicted behavior is to contribute nothing to the
public good, then any deviations from perfection are automatically
perceived as greater-than-expected cooperation (13). Put another
way, the experimental design makes it impossible to decouple any
form of mistake or error (in the context of the experimental setting)
from cooperative decisions. If higher-than-expected levels of cooperation are caused at least partially by imperfect behavior, then
this could lead to the development of inappropriate utility functions and an overinterpretation of the evolutionary implications
of data from economic games.
Here we empirically test whether the results of previous economic games are due to an intrinsic predisposition toward cooperation, driven by prosocial preferences, or whether they
reﬂect imperfect behavior, which could result from underlying
psychological drives. To distinguish between these possibilities,
we place individuals in modiﬁed versions of the public goods
game, in which they would maximize their selﬁsh (strategic) gain
by completely (100%) cooperating. This aligns the interest of the
individual and others in the group, and so 100% cooperation
would be predicted both with and without prosocial preferences.
Consequently, if intermediate (<100%) levels of cooperation are
observed, then this is inconsistent with either selﬁsh or prosocial
preferences, suggesting that the most parsimonious explanation
is imperfect behavior triggered by psychological drives. Another
way of conceptualizing our experiments is that they provide the
appropriate control treatments, which were lacking from previous experiments, in which mistakes do not automatically lead
to higher-than-predicted levels of cooperation.
Results
We carried out four independent experiments involving a total of
168 subjects, each comparing behavior in a standard public goods
game (control treatment) with that in a modiﬁed game, in which
competition within groups was either relaxed or completely repressed, such that 100% cooperation was favored. All games
were played in groups of four subjects, with four to ﬁve such
groups playing the game simultaneously, leading to 16 or 20
subjects per session. Subjects received detailed instructions,
computer-animated examples, had to complete a comprehension
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The results of numerous economic games suggest that humans
behave more cooperatively than would be expected if they were
maximizing selﬁsh interests. It has been argued that this is because
individuals gain satisfaction from the success of others, and that
such prosocial preferences require a novel evolutionary explanation.
However, in previous games, imperfect behavior would automatically lead to an increase in cooperation, making it impossible to
decouple any form of mistake or error from prosocial cooperative
decisions. Here we empirically test between these alternatives by
decoupling imperfect behavior from prosocial preferences in modiﬁed versions of the public goods game, in which individuals would
maximize their selﬁsh gain by completely (100%) cooperating. We
found that, although this led to higher levels of cooperation, it did
not lead to full cooperation, and individuals still perceived their
group mates as competitors. This is inconsistent with either selﬁsh
or prosocial preferences, suggesting that the most parsimonious
explanation is imperfect behavior triggered by psychological drives
that can prevent both complete defection and complete cooperation. More generally, our results illustrate the caution that must be
exercised when interpreting the evolutionary implications of economic experiments, especially the absolute level of cooperation in
a particular treatment.
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test, and performed a practice round for both treatments, which
they played in a consecutive order with reversed treatment
orders between sessions. Subjects received 40 credits at the beginning of each experimental round and were asked to decide
how many of these credits to contribute to a public project. The
games were completely anonymous and involved 6 to 10 rounds
of interactions with other group members, over which group
composition changed randomly.
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Modiﬁed Public Goods Game. In our ﬁrst experiment, we relaxed

Other Methods for Repressing Competition Within Groups. To test
the robustness of our results we carried out three further
experiments, in which competition within groups was repressed
in different ways, all of which favored 100% cooperation. In all
three of these experiments, within-group competition was repressed by introducing group rewards according to the total
group contribution (14, 15). Speciﬁcally, we calculated the total
credits contributed by each group and rewarded each group
member depending upon the contribution of his or her group in
relation to the other groups in the same session.
In the second experiment, group rewards were added on top of
the rewards from the standard public goods game and were
chosen in such a way that the return to the individual from the
group reward strongly outweighed the cost of contributing to the
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within-group competition by multiplying all contributions to the
public project by a factor greater than the number of players in
each group (b = 5), so that subjects received 1.25 credits for each
credit contributed. The strategy that maximizes economic gains
in this case is full cooperation, with 100% contribution to the
public project. This game contrasts with the standard public
goods game, with b = 2, which favors no contribution because
subjects only receive 0.5 credits for each credit contributed. As
predicted, we found that contributions, and therefore the mean
level of cooperation, were higher in the public goods game with
b = 5 than in the standard public goods game with b = 2 [Fig.
1A; linear mixed model (LMM): t63 = 5.70, P < 0.0001]. The
standard public goods game showed the usual pattern, with the
contributions starting at an intermediate level and then signiﬁcantly decreasing over the 10 rounds of play [Fig.1A; generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM): t575 = −13.05, P < 0.0001].
However, contrary to expectation, the contributions in the
public goods game with b = 5 did not signiﬁcantly increase over
the 10 rounds of the game (GLMM: t575 = −1.16, P = 0.25) and
remained signiﬁcantly lower than 100% (Fig. 1A), with only 44%
of subjects contributing fully in the last round [95% bootstrap
conﬁdence interval (CI): 31–56%]. In addition, we found a symmetry in our results, with the proportion of subjects behaving
imperfectly in the public goods game with b = 5 (56% withholding from full cooperation) not differing signiﬁcantly from
the proportion of subjects behaving imperfectly in the standard
public goods game with b = 2 (50% withholding from full defection; Fisher’s exact test: P = 0.60).
The level of cooperation reﬂected players’ perception of other
members of their group. After each game, subjects were asked to
score, on a sliding scale, how they perceived their group mates,
whereby zero denoted “full collaborators” and 20 denoted “full
competitors”. Although this score was signiﬁcantly lower in the
public goods game with b = 5 (Fig. 2; GLMM: t63 = 11.21, P <
0.0001), it was still signiﬁcantly greater than zero, with 92%
(95% CI: 84–98%) of subjects perceiving their group mates as
competitors to some degree rather than full collaborators. Furthermore, there was no evidence for a signiﬁcant difference in
the level of imperfect scoring between treatments (Fisher’s exact
test: P = 0.27), comparing the proportions of subjects scoring
their group mates imperfectly in the public goods game with
b = 5 (not full collaborators = 92%) and the standard public
goods game (not full competitors = 84%).
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Fig. 1. Repression of competition does not lead to complete cooperation in
humans. Shown are the mean levels of contribution (±95% CI) in the different rounds of the four experiments (Exp. 1 to Exp. 4). The open circles
show the standard public goods game (control treatment), whereas the ﬁlled squares show results from modiﬁed games, in which competition among
group members was repressed. Although signiﬁcantly higher levels of contribution were observed in the repression-of-competition treatments, the
contributions remained signiﬁcantly below 100% in all rounds (i.e., none of
the conﬁdence intervals includes 100%).

public project. This was reﬂected by a signiﬁcant positive correlation between the subjects’ rewards and their contribution to
the public project (Pearson correlation: r = 0.41, n = 32, P =
0.019), with the optimal strategy to maximize selﬁsh gain in this
treatment being again 100% contribution. In the third and fourth
experiments, all credits not contributed to the public good were
lost, and so the group reward was the only reward a subject could
gain, favoring 100% contribution. The third and fourth experiments differed only from one another with respect to whether
they featured a comprehension test. We omitted the comprehension test in the third experiment because it could be argued
Kümmerli et al.
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Fig. 2. Competitors and collaborators. Shown are the extent to which
subjects perceived their group mates as competitors or collaborators on
a scale from zero (full collaborator) to 20 (full competitor). Data are presented for the two experimental treatments: standard public goods game
(control) and the public goods game in which competition among group
members was repressed (white bars, experiment 1; dark gray bars, experiment 2; black bars, experiment 3; light gray bars, experiment 4). Even when
competition is fully repressed within groups, individuals perceived their
group mates not as full collaborators but as competitors to some degree.

to instruct the subjects how to play in this extreme game, biasing
their behavior toward 100% contribution. We included the
comprehension test in our fourth experiment because if subjects
fail to contribute fully even in this biased situation, this would be
the strongest support for the idea that humans are not predisposed to cooperate above the predicted level.
The results of the second to fourth experiments supported the
conclusions of our ﬁrst experiment. In all cases, repression of
competition led to higher levels of cooperation compared with the
standard public goods game (Fig. 1 B–D; LMM; second experiment: t31 = 10.36, P < 0.0001; third experiment: t39 = 7.99, P <
0.0001; fourth experiment: t31 = 17.35, P < 0.0001), but the level
of cooperation still remained signiﬁcantly lower than 100% (Fig. 1
B–D). In the standard public goods game, the level of cooperation
signiﬁcantly decreased over time (GLMM; second experiment:
t159 = −9.83, P < 0.0001; third experiment t199 = −8.48, P < 0.0001;
fourth experiment t159 = −6.85, P < 0.0001). In contrast, in the
repression-of-competition treatments, the level of cooperation
signiﬁcantly increased over time in the second and third experiments (GLMM; second experiment: t159 = 6.55, P < 0.0001; third
experiment: t199 = 4.91, P < 0.0001) and showed no signiﬁcant
change in the fourth experiment (GLMM: t159 = 1.47, P = 0.14).
The proportion of subjects contributing fully in the repressionof-competition treatment was signiﬁcantly lower than 100% and
averaged 59% (95% CI: 44–75%), 35% (20–50%), and 72% (56–
88%) in the last round of the second, third, and fourth experiments,
respectively. In addition, we found a symmetry in our results, with
the proportion of subjects behaving imperfectly in the repressionof-competition treatments (withholding from full cooperation) not
differing signiﬁcantly from the proportion of subjects behaving
imperfectly in the standard public goods game (withholding from
full defection) in the second and third experiments (second experiment: 41% vs. 56%, Fisher’s exact test: P = 0.32; third experiment: 65% vs. 67%, P = 1.00) but was signiﬁcantly lower in the
fourth experiment (28% vs. 78%, P = 0.0001).
Although individuals were signiﬁcantly more likely to perceive
group members as collaborators in the repression-of-competition
treatments than in the standard public goods games (Fig. 2;
GLMM; second experiment: t31 = 13.32, P < 0.0001; third experiment: t39 = 19.10, P < 0.0001; fourth experiment: t31 = 25.94,
P < 0.0001), a signiﬁcantly greater than zero proportion of individuals still perceived group members as competitors to some
Kümmerli et al.

Discussion
In our economic games in which competition between group
members was reduced or completely removed, individuals would
maximize their economic gain by contributing 100% to the public
project. Contrary to this expectation, we found that (i) the mean
level of contribution was signiﬁcantly lower than 100% (Fig. 1),
with 28–65% of subjects not contributing fully in the last round;
and (ii) a large proportion (66–94%) of individuals still perceived their group mates as competitors to some degree (Fig. 2).
Furthermore, we found a symmetry with the results of standard
public goods games, from both our and previous experiments.
Speciﬁcally, there was no signiﬁcant difference in the level of
imperfect behavior across our two treatments, examining both
the proportion of subjects who contributed an amount that does
not maximize their economic gain (three out of four experiments), and the proportion of subjects that incorrectly perceived
their group members as competitors or collaborators (seven of
eight cases examined). This suggests problems for both the
mechanistic and evolutionary implications that have been inferred from previous experiments.
Mechanism and Utility. Our results contradict the argument that
the higher-than-expected levels of cooperation are explained by
utility functions that involve prosocial preferences. In our experimental treatments in which competition within groups was
removed, the interests of the individual, the other members of the
group, and the group as a whole are all maximized by complete
cooperation. Consequently, if we used the same logic as has
previously led to arguments for prosocial preferences to deﬁne
a utility function that describes the deviations from expected
levels of cooperation, it would give a utility function that is negatively inﬂuenced by the success of others (an antisocial preference). Clearly a simultaneous positive and negative regard to
others is not possible.
Instead, our results suggest that players have a utility that
avoids both full defection and full cooperation. This could have
resulted from a psychology that avoids extreme behaviors that
would be very costly when wrong (bet hedging), avoids irrevocable actions, or that uses a simple rule of thumb that “misﬁres”
and causes errors in the extreme situations of some laboratory
experiments (16, 17). The potential explanation that our results
just reﬂect a lack of understanding of the game, or insufﬁcient
time to learn, were ruled out by the implementation of comprehension tests, such that individuals could only play once they
had demonstrated a full understanding of the game rules. Furthermore, the resistance to full cooperation is demonstrated by
our observation that individuals who did not contribute fully
usually retained only a small number of credits in all experiments (Fig. 3), which suggests that subjects understood that high
contributions were worthwhile but psychological drives prevented full contribution.
Evolutionary Implications. Our results stress the need for caution
when interpreting the evolutionary implications of economic
games. A general point here is the distinction between what can
be inferred from comparisons across experimental treatments,
and the absolute behavior in a single treatment (ref. 18, p. 123;
ref. 19, p. 369). Qualitative comparisons across treatments have
shown that factors such as repeated interactions, punishment,
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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degree [second experiment: 94% (95% CI: 84–100%); third experiment: 93% (83–100%); fourth experiment: 66% (50–81%)].
Furthermore, the proportions of subjects scoring their group
mates imperfectly did not differ between the treatments with repressed competition and the standard public goods games (second
experiment: 94% vs. 78%, P = 0.15; third experiment: 93% vs.
75%, P = 0.07, marginally signiﬁcant but in the opposite than
predicted direction; fourth experiment: 66% vs. 78%, P = 0.40).

20

eﬁts to members in cooperative groups) (34–36, 43). This is not
to say that factors such as competition between groups or punishment of noncooperators (or any other selective force) do not
help explain cooperation in humans, just that if they are important, then this leads to the overall costs and beneﬁts of cooperation differing from that assumed in standard anonymous oneshot public goods games.
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Fig. 3. Individual contributions to the public project when within-group
competition is repressed. Bars show distributions of mean contributions
across the four experiments (Exp 1. to Exp. 4). For this analysis, only mean
contributions from the last three rounds of each game were considered, to
exclude potential noise due to learning effects in early rounds of the game.
Most subjects who did not contribute fully tended to retain small numbers of
credits, and thus the population of subjects cannot be split into full cooperators (contribute 40) and unconditional defectors (zero contribution).

Conclusion
We conclude with two general points. First, our results suggest
that the higher-than-expected levels of cooperation that have been
previously observed in one-shot anonymous public goods games
are more easily explained by imperfect behavior than a prosocial
preference. This does not mean that there are no situations in
which humans show prosocial preferences. However, it does emphasize that if prosocial preferences are to be demonstrated experimentally, appropriate control treatments are required. A key
future step is to determine exactly why individuals behave imperfectly. Second, our results illustrate why caution must be exercised
when interpreting the evolutionary implications of economic experiments. Although qualitative comparisons across treatments
can demonstrate the potential role of different possible explanations for cooperation, numerous explanations can be given for
the absolute level of cooperation in a particular treatment.
Methods

and competition between groups can be important (1, 9, 14, 15,
20) (Fig. 1). However, note that this shows that humans can
respond to such factors, which is different from proving they are
important in the real world (21). Comparisons across treatments
have also elaborated the role of subconscious cues that could
indicate factors such as being watched or group identity, suggesting that these do play a role in natural conditions (22–24).
In contrast, less can be inferred from the absolute level of
cooperation in single treatments, such as the occurrence of some
cooperation in one-shot interactions of the standard public
goods game. One reason is that multiple explanations can always
be given as to why a psychological drive to cooperate had arisen.
Speciﬁcally, any mechanism that provides a direct (to self) or
indirect (to others) beneﬁt to cooperation, such as competition
between groups, interactions between relatives, and repeated
interactions allowing reciprocity or punishment, can potentially
account for such drives (25–39). Furthermore, as discussed earlier, there is also the problem that errors can lead to systematic
biases, thereby inﬂuencing the absolute level of cooperation.
Consequently, although our results do not support the strong
reciprocity hypothesis, they also do not support alternatives, such
as a drive that had arisen in response to a speciﬁc factor like
reputation (22). Instead, our results challenge the need for an
evolutionary explanation that it is speciﬁc to one-shot games, and
stress that mechanisms hypothesized to explain cooperation in
standard public goods games must also explain the lack of cooperation in our experiments.
The above discussion has emphasized the role of underlying
psychological drives in explaining the level of cooperation observed in one-shot anonymous games. These explanations, which
rely on mechanisms that have been selected outside of the laboratory setting (and could involve genes and/or culture), are the
only possible explanation for such cooperation (4, 13, 22, 29, 30,
36, 40, 41). The reason for this is that all evolutionary models of
cooperation rely on cooperation providing some direct (to self)
or indirect (to others) beneﬁt, because natural selection leads to
behaviors that maximize their sum (42). This includes models of
strong reciprocity, which—although they are argued to explain
cooperation in one-shot encounters—actually rely on population
structures leading to interactions between relatives (yielding indirect beneﬁts) and/or group competition (yielding direct ben4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1000829107

Experimental Design. A total of 168 undergraduate students (96 women and
72 men) participated voluntarily in a series of economic games on public
goods cooperation. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The ﬁrst
experiment with 64 subjects was carried out at the Centre for Experimental
Social Sciences at Nufﬁeld College in Oxford. The subjects in this experiment
were undergraduate students from different disciplines at the University of
Oxford who were recruited using ORSEE (44). The other three experiments
with 104 subjects were carried out at the University of Edinburgh with undergraduate biology students. In all experiments, we compared the same
control treatment (a standard public goods game) with a modiﬁed version of
a public goods game, in which competition between group members was
relaxed or completely repressed. Both treatments were played in groups of
four subjects, with multiple groups making up a session playing the game
simultaneously. Subjects played the games on computer terminals, the
screens of which were shielded from others to guarantee privacy. The games
were completely anonymous (toward other subjects and toward the experimenters) and involved 6 to 10 rounds of interactions with other group
members over which group composition changed randomly. The possibility
that some subjects encountered each other more than once could not be
avoided given the number of subjects per session and the number of rounds,
but anonymity ensured that there was no possibility for reciprocity (which
would in any event favor greater levels of cooperation and therefore not alter
our prediction of 100% cooperation in the repression-of-competition treatments).
The ﬁrst experiment was played by 64 subjects divided into four sessions, in
which each session involved four groups. The ﬁrst and fourth sessions played
the control treatment followed by the repression-of-competition treatment,
whereas in the second and third sessions games were played in the reversed
order to control for order effects. Both games involved 10 experimental
rounds. The second, third, and fourth experiments were played by 32, 40, and
32 subjects, respectively, divided into two sessions with reversed treatment
orders between sessions. Sessions involved either four (second and fourth
experiments) or ﬁve (third experiment) groups, and games involved six
experimental rounds.
In all experiments and treatments, subjects were given 40 credits at the
beginning of each experimental round and were asked to decide how many of
these 40 credits to contribute to a public project. In the control treatment,
which remained the same in all four experiments, the contributed credits were
doubled and then shared out equally among the four subjects within the
group. Consequently, each subject’s reward was the sum of retained and
shared-out credits, and the strategy that maximizes the selﬁsh gains of individuals would be to contribute none of their credits to the public project. The
repression-of-competition treatment of the ﬁrst experiment differed only
from the standard public goods game in the way that contributions to the
public project were multiplied by ﬁve. This guaranteed that subjects receive
1.25 credits for each credit contributed, such that 100% contribution is the
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Experimental Procedure. Experiments were carried out in computer labs using
the software z-Tree (45), developed at the Institute for Empirical Research in
Economics in Zurich. Subjects were randomly allocated a computer terminal
on a local network that could be remotely monitored and controlled from
the experimenter’s terminal. This procedure limited verbal instructions and
therefore potential biases to a minimum.
Subjects received instructions for the ﬁrst treatment via their terminal
screens by means of an animated presentation (Microsoft Ofﬁce PowerPoint
2003). The presentation provided clear information about the game rules, the
game sequence, and the rewarding scheme, and included two animated
visual examples, which mimicked exactly all steps of the games. After the
PowerPoint presentation, subjects were directed to the z-Tree program,
whereby they ﬁrst undertook a comprehension test (except in the third
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Statistical Analysis. To test whether the level of contribution changed as a response to the rounds of the game, we used GLMM. In each case, “subject ID” was
entered as a random factor to account for the fact that repeated measures were
taken from the same individual. Exactly the same GLMM procedure was used to
test whether the competitor score differed between the control and the repression-of-competition treatments. We further used LMM to test whether the
mean contribution across all experimental rounds differed between the two
treatments. As with the previous models, we entered subject ID as a random
factor. We used bootstrapping (10,000 replicates) with resampling to obtain the
95% CI for the observed proportion of subjects behaving perfectly (i.e., cooperating fully) and the proportion of subjects scoring their group mates imperfectly in the repression-of-competition treatments. Finally, we used Fisher’s
exact tests to analyze whether frequencies of subjects behaving imperfectly or
scoring their group mates imperfectly differ between the control treatment and
the repression-of-competition treatment. All statistical computations were carried out with R 2.10.0 (http://www.r-project.org/).
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EVOLUTION

experiment), in which they had to navigate through two hypothetical rounds
where they were asked to calculate the payoff of each subject within the
group. Crucially, subjects could only join the game when they had demonstrated full understanding of the game rules and payoff structure. The
comprehension test was followed by one practice round and then by the
experimental rounds of the game. The practice round allowed subjects to
become familiarized with the sequence of the screens and the game in
general. On the ﬁrst screen, subjects were asked to make a decision as to how
many of their 40 credits they wanted to contribute to the public project (a rule
reminder was added to that screen). This was followed by a screen comparing
the contributions of all subjects in that group and by a screen summarizing
the subject’s reward from this round and the cumulative reward across all
rounds. Once all experimental rounds of the ﬁrst treatment were played,
subjects were redirected to the PowerPoint presentation to consult the
instructions of the second treatment, and then the sequence of steps repeated as described above. Importantly, subjects did not know beforehand
that there was more than one treatment. All credits won during the games
were summed and transformed into real monetary rewards.
Once both games were completed, subjects were directed to a questionnaire on which they had to score to what extent they perceived their group
mates as competitors or collaborators on a sliding scale from zero (full collaborator) to 20 (full competitor), for both games. They were further asked to
provide a unique identiﬁcation code, which was linked to the subjects’ monetary rewards and facilitated anonymous payment via a third party (university
and college administrative staff). The maximal possible monetary reward
ranged between £27 and £30, depending on experiment. The mean monetary
reward across all subjects was £17.0, ranging between £12 and £22.9.
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best strategy no matter what the other subjects in the group do. In this ﬁrst
experiment there were no interactions between groups within a session.
In the second experiment, the repression-of-competition treatment involved a standard public goods game as in the control treatment, but with
additional group rewards depending on the summed group contribution to
the public project (14, 15). The group reward, which each player within that
group received, was zero for the group that contributed least and 60, 130,
and 210 for the groups that contributed second-least, second-most, and
most, respectively. Consequently, each subject’s reward was the sum of
retained, shared-out, and group reward credits. The top group prizes largely
outweighed the cost of contributing to the public project, such that the
strategy that maximized the selﬁsh gains of individuals was to contribute
100% of their credits to the public project.
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because, under this extreme experimental condition, such a test could be construed to directly instruct the subjects that full contribution is the only option in
this game. The comprehension test could therefore perturb the subjects’ natural
perception of the game and bias contributions toward 100%. We included the
comprehension test in our fourth experiment because if subjects fail to contribute fully in this biased situation, this would be the strongest support for the
idea that humans are not predisposed to cooperate above the predicted level.
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